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Abstract: 
The documentary evidences(bonds)considered to be the best means of 
proof, since they are free of decently that can be founded in other 
evidences, for example the testimonial evidence is not strong as they are 
,there is a chance that the witness could be dead or he lies ,or he is 
exposed to forgetfulness or error. 
So the meaning of bonds validation is set up the proof before the 
judiciary in the ways that must be determined by the law,so it needs to 
follow a specific ways and procedure to reach the desired end,so to proof 
its validation it must use the way of appeal of denial and the allegation of 
forgery. 
The appeal of denial responds to (bonds)customary editors,in this case the 
person can denied his own signature on the customary editor so the 
proofing of the validation of this signature must be done by his opponent , 
and about the allegation of forgery it responds to official and customary 
editors,and the burden of proof is on who claims that the paper is invalid  .  
Appeal claims on these evidences make some problems in a scientific 
way,it is about the meaning of each are of it, and what ways the legislator 
use to directly his appeal? And what edit ore are emulated and forged, 
and what burdens procedures that must be taken by the opponents and 
what is the role of the judge in each case?,and what are the legal statuses 
happened by starting any of it? And if the evidence power ofeditor can be 
changed by finding a differences in documented data of it,and if it can 
appealing in the official editor in other than forgery  .?  
So the propose of this study is to find the meaning of bonds and the 
argumentiary of proofing of it, and the procedures and claims that are 
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used to proof its validation, and showing its meaning and it 
importance,and the effects of these procedures  .  
And this research is being divided in to two chapters that are preceded by 
a preface, in order to identify the bonds and theirtypes by the data and 
proofing law, and the first chapter we are talking about the appeal of 
denial and its meaning and its claims and effects, and the second chapter 
we are talking about the allegation of forgery and its meaning and its 
claims and effects and its fair judging and way of challenging it. 
 
 
